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FIG 3 
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FIG. 8 
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DIGITAL TRANSMITTERARECEIVER 
SYSTEMI HAVING AROBUST ERROR 

CORRECTION COOING/DECODING DEVICE 
AND ERROR CORRECTION 

CODNG/DECODING METHOD THEREOF 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

More than one reissue application has been filed for the 
reissue of U.S. Pat. No. 7,337,386 filed May 24, 2004. The 
present application is a continuation reissue application of 
U.S. application Ser: No. 12/712,781 filed Feb. 25, 2010, 
which is a parent reissue application of the present continu 
ation reissue application. 

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Nos. 60/478,342 filed Jun. 16, 2003 and 
60/495,873 filed Aug. 19, 2003 in the U.S. Patent and Trade 
mark Office, and Korean Patent Application No. 2003-67522 
filed Sep. 29, 2003 in the Korean Intellectual Property Office, 
the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a digital transmitter/re 

ceiver system, and more particularly to an error correction 
coding/decoding device and method for a digital transmitter/ 
receiver System. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of an error correction 

coding device of a transmitter system of the United States 
ATSC standard. Referring to FIG. 1, the error correction 
coding device 100 includes a randomizer 111, an RS (Reed 
Solomon) encoder 113, an interleaver 115, and a trellis 
encoder 117. 

Here, it is exemplified that the RS encoder 113 comprises 
an RS (207,187), t—10 code, which has an error correction 
capability of 10 bytes. An RS data block has a size of 207 
bytes including input data of 187 bytes and an RS parity of 20 
bytes, which is added for the error correction, and constitutes 
one segment (hereinafter referred to as “packet’) along with 
a segment Sync signal. 
The input data, which is inputted from an MPEG transport 

system, has a structure of an MPEG2-TS (Transport Stream) 
in which one packet is composed of 188 bytes. The MPEG2 
TS packet is composed of a 1-byte sync signal, 3-byte header 
including a PID (Packet Identifier), and 184-byte payload 
data. 
The input data is converted into a random form in the 

randomizer 111, and the RS parity of 20 bytes for the error 
correction is added to the randomized data in the RS encoder 
113. Then, the data is convolution-interleaved in the inter 
leaver 115, and then trellis-encoded with a ratio of 2/3 
through the trellis encoder 117. 

Through the above-described process, the error correction 
encoding of the input data is performed. 

FIG. 2 is a view illustrating the structure of a data frame for 
transmission. The randomization and the error correction 
coding are performed with respect to the input data, but are 
not performed with respect to the sync byte of the transport 
packet corresponding to the segment sync signal. That is, the 
data packet randomized and error-correction-coded is con 
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2 
Verted in a data frame for transmission, and a segment sync 
signal and a field sync signal are added to the data frame to be 
transmitted. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a receiver system 
having an error correction decoding device corresponding to 
the error correction coding device of the transmitter system of 
FIG. 1. The error correction decoding device 300 includes a 
trellis decoder 311, a deinterleaver 313, an RS decoder 315 
and a derandomizer 317 in the reverse order of the error 
correction coding device 100 of the transmitter system. 
The error correction decoding device 300 of the receiver 

system as described above corrects an error occurring in the 
transmission channel environment and the transmitter sys 
tem. Especially, the RS encoder 113 and the RS decoder 315 
serve to correct a burst error in association with the convolu 
tion interleaverideinterleaver. 

Recently, as the necessity for indoor, portable and mobile 
receiving services of ground-wave digital broadcasts is 
increasing, it is required to stably receive data even in the 
inferior channel environments. However, the error correction 
coding method of the existing ATSC transmission system 
cannot guarantee a stable receiving of data in the inferior 
channel environment where many errors occur. Thus, there is 
a demand for a strong error correction coding device and 
method having a capability of correcting more errors. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention has been developed in order to solve 
the above drawbacks and other problems associated with the 
conventional arrangement. An aspect of the present invention 
is to provide a digital transmitter/receiver system having a 
strong error correction coding/decoding device that can guar 
antee a receiving performance in an inferior channel environ 
ment, and an error correction coding/decoding method 
thereof. 
To achieve the above aspects and/or other features of the 

present invention, there is provided an error correction coding 
device for a digital transmitter system comprising a first RS 
(Reed-Solomon) encoder for adding parities of a predeter 
mined number of bytes to a predetermined number of data 
packets, respectively, a storage unit for storing the data pack 
ets having the parities of the predetermined number of bytes 
added thereto, and a second RS encoder for generating the 
parity packets corresponding to the stored data packets, 
wherein the first RS encoder adds the parities of the prede 
termined number of bytes to the parity packets, and the Stor 
age unit stores the parity packets having the parities of the 
predetermined number of bytes added thereto. Here, the data 
packet is one of a normal data packet and a robust data packet. 
The second RS encoder generates the parity packets cor 

responding to a remaining part of the data packets except for 
a header part. 

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the 
error correction coding device further comprises a header 
inserter for inserting headers to the parity packets generated 
from the second RS encoder, respectively, and a randomizer 
for randomizing the data packets and the parity packets in a 
predetermined pattern before the first RS encoder adds the 
parities of the predetermined number of bytes thereto. 

In another embodiment of the present invention, there is 
provided an error correction coding method comprising a first 
encoding step of adding parities of a predetermined number 
of bytes to a predetermined number of data packets, respec 
tively, a step of storing the data packets having the parities of 
the predetermined number of bytes added thereto, a second 
encoding step of generating the parity packets corresponding 
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to the stored data packets, and a third encoding step of adding 
the parities of the predetermined number ofbytes to the parity 
packets. 
The second encoding step generates the parity packets 

corresponding to a remaining part of the data packets except 
for a header part. 

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the 
error correction coding method further comprises the steps of 
inserting headers to the parity packets generated at the second 
encoding step, and randomizing the data packets and the 
parity packets in a predetermined pattern before the first 
encoding step and the third encoding step. 

In still another embodiment of the present invention, there 
is provided an error correction decoding device for a digital 
receiver system comprising a first RS (Reed-Solomon) 
decoder for correcting errors of a predetermined number of 
data packets using parities of a predetermined number of 
bytes included in the data packets, a storage unit for storing 
the error-corrected data packets, and a second RS decoder for 
correcting errors of the data packets using the parity packets, 
wherein the second RS decoder updates the data packets 
stored in the storage unit based on the error-corrected data 
packets. Here, the data packet is one of a normal data packet 
and a robust data packet. 

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the 
error correction decoding device further comprises a random 
izer for derandomizing the parity packets in a predetermined 
pattern, and the second RS decoder corrects the errors of the 
data packets using the derandomized parity packets. Also, the 
first RS decoder performs the error correction once again with 
respect to the updated data packets. 

In still another embodiment of the present invention, there 
is provided an error correction decoding method comprising 
a first decoding step of correcting errors of a predetermined 
number of data packets using parities of a predetermined 
number of bytes included in the data packets, a step of storing 
the error-corrected data packets, a second decoding step of 
correcting errors of the data packets error-corrected at the first 
decoding step using the parity packets, a step of updating the 
stored data packets based on the data packets error-corrected 
at the second decoding step, and a third decoding step of 
correcting errors of the updated data packets using the parities 
of the predetermined number of bytes. 

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the 
error correction decoding method further comprises the steps 
of derandomizing the parity packets in a predetermined pat 
tern before the second decoding step, and randomizing the 
derandomized parity packets in the predetermined pattern 
before the third decoding step. 

Accordingly, the transmitter generates parities of the pre 
determined number of bytes included in the packets and the 
predetermined number of parity packets, and the receiver 
performs an error correction using the parities of the prede 
termined number of bytes and the predetermined number of 
parity packets, so that a stronger error correction can be 
achieved. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above aspects and features of the present invention will 
be more apparent by describing certain embodiments of the 
present invention with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of an error correction 
coding device of a conventional ATSC transmitter system; 

FIG. 2 is a view illustrating the structure of a data frame 
coded through the error correction coding device of FIG. 1; 
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4 
FIG.3 is a schematic block diagram of an error correction 

coding device of a conventional ATSC receiver system; 
FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a digital transmitter 

system having an error correction coding device according to 
an embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a view illustrating the structure of a data frame 
coded through the error correction coding device of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an error correction coding 
method performed by the error correction coding device of 
FIG. 4; 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an error correction coding 
device according to another embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating an error correction coding 
method performed by the error correction coding device of 
FIG.7; 

FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of a digital receiver 
system having an error correction decoding device according 
to the present invention; 

FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an error correction 
method performed by the error correction decoding device of 
FIG. 7 according to an embodiment of the present invention; 
and 

FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating an error correction 
method performed by the error correction decoding device of 
FIG. 7 according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ILLUSTRATIVENON-LIMITING 

EMBODIMENTS 

Certain embodiments of the present invention will be 
described in greater detail with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings. 

In the following description, same drawing reference 
numerals are used for the same elements even in different 
drawings. The matters defined in the description Such as a 
detailed construction and elements are nothing but the ones 
provided to assist in a comprehensive understanding of the 
invention. Thus, it is apparent that the present invention can 
be carried out without those defined matters. Also, well 
known functions or constructions are not described in detail 
since they would obscure the invention in unnecessary detail. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a digital transmitter 
system having an error correction coding device according to 
an embodiment of the present invention. 
The digital transmitter system includes an error correction 

coding device 400 according to the present invention, a sync 
inserter 511, a pilot inserter 513, a pulse shaping filter 515, 
and an RF unit 517. 
The error correction coding device 400 according to an 

embodiment of the present invention includes a FIFO (First 
In First-Out) unit 411, a time divider 413, a randomizer 415, 
a first RS encoder 417, a storage unit 419, a second RS 
encoder 421, a header inserter 423, an interleaver 425, and a 
trellis encoder 427. 
The FIFO unit 411 buffers data packets MPEG2-TS-pack 

etized by an MPEG transmitter system (not illustrated) in a 
FIFO manner. Here, the data packet may be either of a normal 
data packet and a robust data packet that is more robust than 
the normal data packet in the channel environment. 
The time divider 413 divides a field time with respect to the 

data packets outputted from the FIFO unit 411 and parity 
packets outputted from the header inserter 423. For example, 
it divides L packets except for field sync signals into N data 
packets and (L-N) parity packets. 
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The randomizer 415 randomizes the N data packets or the 
(L-N) parity packets outputted from the time divider 413 in 
accordance with a predetermined pattern. That is, the ran 
domizer 415 first randomizes the N data packets outputted 
from the FIFO unit 411, and then randomizes the (L-N) parity 
packets. 
The first RS encoder 417 adds parities of a predetermined 

number of bytes to the respective randomized packets. The 
first RS encoder 417 first adds parities to the N randomized 
data packets, and then adds parities to the (L-N) parity pack 
etS. 

The storage unit 419 stores the packets to which the parities 
are added by the first RS encoder 417. 
The second RS encoder 421 generates the (L-N) parity 

packets based on the N data packets stored in the storage unit 
419. That is, the second RS encoder 421 adds the parities of 
(L-N) bytes corresponding to the (L-N) packets. 
The header inserter 423 inserts headers of a predetermined 

number of bytes to the (L-N) parity packets generated from 
the second RS encoder 421. The (L-N) header-inserted parity 
packets are inputted to the time divider 413, and then output 
ted to the randomizer 415 through the time divider 413. 

Thereafter, the (L-N) parity packets are randomized 
through the randomizer 415, and the parities of the predeter 
mined number of bytes are added to the (L-N) packets 
through the first RS encoder 417. The (L-N) packets having 
the parities added thereto are then stored in the storage unit 
419. 
The interleaver 425 interleaves the L packets to which the 

parities of the predetermined number of bytes are added to 
rearrange the L packets in the unit of a byte, and the trellis 
encoder 427 trellis-encodes the interleaved data to rearrange 
the interleaved data in the unit of a bit. 

The data, error-correction-coded by the error correction 
coding device 400 as described above, is inputted to the sync 
inserter 511, and a segment sync signal and a field sync signal 
are inserted into the data. The pilot inserter 513 generates a 
pilot signal having a power lower than an average power of 
symbol data, and adds the pilot signal to the data. The pulse 
shaping filter 515 is a filter having a specified roll-off factor, 
and performs a pulse shaping of the data. The RF unit 517 
up-converts the data into an RF channel band signal to be 
transmitted, and outputs the RF channel band signal to an 
antenna. 

FIG. 5 is a view illustrating the structure of a transmitted 
data frame of the ATSC standard to which the error correction 
coding according to the present invention is applied, and FIG. 
6 is a flowchart illustrating an error correction coding method 
performed by the digital transmitter system illustrated in FIG. 
4. Hereinafter, the error correction coding process according 
to the present invention will be explained in detail with ref 
erence to FIGS. 4 to 6. 
The data packets MPEG2-TS-packetized by the MPEG 

transmitter system (not illustrated) are inputted to the FIFO 
unit 411 (step S11). The N data packets ((a) in FIG. 5) out 
putted from the FIFO unit 411 are inputted and randomized 
by the randomizer 415 via the time divider 413 (step S13). 
The first RS encoder 417 adds a 20-byte parity (b) in FIG. 

5) to each of the N randomized packets (step S15). 
The N packets to which the 20-byte parities are added ((a) 

and (b) in FIG.5) are stored in the storage unit 419 (step S17). 
Here, it is exemplified that the first RS encoder 417 comprises 
an RS (207,187), t—10 code, which has an error correction 
capability of 10 bytes. 
When the N packets ((a) and (b) in FIG. 5), to which 

20-byte parities are added, are stored in the storage unit 419. 
the second RS encoder 421 generates (312-N)-byte parities 
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6 
((d) in FIG. 5) in vertical fashion with respect to the stored N 
packets excluding the header and the 20-byte parities (step 
S19). As a result, (312-N) parity packets are generated. 

Alternatively, the second RS encoder 421 may generate 
(312-N) parity packets ((d) and (e) in FIG. 5) in vertical 
fashion, with respect to the N packets excluding the header, 
which are the N packets being stored in the storage unit 419 
and to which 20-byte parities are added. After that, the 204 
byte parity packets (d) and (e) in FIG. 5) containing parities 
are rearranged to generate (312-N) parity packets with 
respect to the N data packets. 
The header inserter 423 inserts 3-byte headers to the (312 

N) parity packets (d) in FIG.5) (step S21). The 3-byte header 
((c) in FIG. 5) includes a PID (Packet Identifier) for discrimi 
nating the N data packets from the (312-N) parity packets. 
The (312-N) parity packets (c) and (d) in FIG. 5) outputted 

from the header inserter 423 are randomized through the 
randomizer 415 after passing through the time divider 413 
(step S23). 
The 20-byte parities ((e) in FIG. 5) are added to the ran 

domized parity packets (c) and (d) in FIG. 5) through the first 
RS encoder 417, and then the parity packets are stored in the 
storage unit 419 (step S25). Finally, data of one field is stored 
in the storage unit 419 as shown in FIG. 5. 

Then, the packets are rearranged in the unit of a byte 
through the interleaver 425, and then rearranged in the unit of 
a bit through the trellis encoder 427 to complete the error 
correction coding (step S27). 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an error correction coding 
device 700 according to another embodiment of the present 
invention, and FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating an error cor 
rection coding method performed by the error correction 
coding device 700 of FIG. 7. Hereinafter, the error correction 
coding process performed by the error correction coding 
device 700 according to another embodiment of the present 
invention will be explained in detail. 
The error correction coding of the data packets MPEG2 

TS-packetized by an MPEG transmitter system is performed 
along two paths. Here, the data packet may be either of a 
normal data packet and a robust data packet that is more 
robust than the normal data packet in the channel environ 
ment. 
The first path processes the N data packets outputted 

through a FIFO unit 717, and the second path processes the 
(312-N) parity packets generated based on the N packets 
stored in a storage unit 711. 

First, the storage unit 711 stores the N input data packets 
((a) in FIG. 5) (step S71). The second RS encoder 713 gen 
erates (312-N)-byte parities ((d) in FIG.5) in a vertical direc 
tion corresponding to a part, except for the header part, of the 
N stored packets (step S73). 
A header inserter 715 inserts 3-byte headers (c) in FIG.5) 

to the generated (312-N) parity packets (d) in FIG. 5) (step 
S75). The 3-byte header ((c) in FIG.5) includes a PID (Packet 
Identifier) for discriminating the N data packets from the 
(312-N) parity packets. 
The (312-N) parity packets ((c) and (d) in FIG. 5), to which 

the 3-byte headers are inserted through the header inserter 
715, are inputted to a time divider 719. 

Meanwhile, after the N-th data packet, which is the last 
data packet among the N data packets outputted from the 
FIFO unit 717 that is the first path, is inputted, the (312-N) 
parity packets outputted from the header inserter 715 are 
inputted to the time divider 719. 

Accordingly, the data outputted from the time divider has 
the form composed of (a), (b) and (c) parts in FIG. 5. 
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The N data packets and the (312-N) parity packets output 
ted from the time divider 719 are randomized in a predeter 
mined pattern through a randomizer 721 (step S77). 
The first RS encoder 723 adds the 20-byte parities (b) and 

(e) in FIG. 5) to the N data packets ((a) in FIG. 5) and the 
(312-N) parity packets (c) and (d) in FIG. 5), respectively 
(step S79). 

Thereafter, an interleaving and a trellis encoding are per 
formed to complete the error correction encoding (step S81). 
As described above, since the field data error-correction 

encoded according to the embodiments of the present inven 
tion has the parity of the predetermined number of bytes per 
packet and the predetermined number of parity packets, the 
data can strongly be error-correction-encoded and then trans 
mitted. 

FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of a digital receiver 
system having an error correction decoding device according 
to the present invention. 

The digital receiver system includes a tuner 811, a fre 
quency restorer 813, a timing restorer 815, an analog signal 
remover 817, an equalizer 819, a phase compensator 821, and 
an error correction decoding device 900. 
The tuner 811 selects one of received band signals, and 

converts the selected band signal into a baseband signal. 
The frequency restorer 813 and the timing restorer 815 

restore a frequency offset and a timing offset of the received 
signal. 
The analog signal remover 817 removes an analog signal 

included in the selected band signal. 
The equalizer 819 removes an ISI (Inter-Symbol Interfer 

ence) of the received signal, and the phase compensator 821 
compensates for a phase error of the received signal. 
The error correction decoding device 900 detects an error 

corresponding to the error correction coding method per 
formed by the error correction coding device 400 or 700 of the 
digital transmitter system illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 7, and 
corrects the detected error. 

Hereinafter, the error correction decoding device 900 of a 
digital receiver system according to the present invention will 
be explained in detail. 

The error correction decoding device 900 includes a trellis 
decoder 911, a deinterleaver 913, a FIFO unit 915, a first RS 
decoder 917, a randomizer 919, a storage unit 921, a second 
RS decoder 923, and a derandomizer 925. 
The trellis decoder 911 and the deinterleaver 913 perform 

a trellis decoding and a deinterleaving corresponding to the 
trellis encoding and the interleaving used in the transmitter. 

The deinterleaved data packets are buffered. Here, the data 
packet may be either of a normal data packet and a robust data 
packet that is more robust than the normal data packet in the 
channel environment. 
The first RS decoder 917 corrects errors in a horizontal 

direction of the field data using parities of a predetermined 
number of bytes included in the data packets. 
The randomizer 919 randomizes the data in a predeter 

mined pattern. 
The second RS decoder 923 corrects the errors of the data 

packets in a vertical direction of the field data using parity 
packets. 
The storage unit 921 stores the data error-corrected through 

the first and second RS decoders 917 and 923 and information 
on whether the errors are corrected. 
The derandomizer 925 derandomizes the data packets 

error-corrected in the horizontal direction through the first RS 
decoder 917 in the predetermined pattern. 

Through the above-described process, the error correction 
of the data of the digital receiver system is completed. 
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8 
FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating the error correction 

method corresponding to the error correction coding device 
400 of FIG. 4, and FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating the error 
correction method corresponding to the error correction cod 
ing device 700 of FIG. 7 according to the present invention. 

First, with reference to FIGS.9 and 10, the error correction 
method corresponding to the error correction coding device 
400 of FIG. 4 according to the present invention will be 
explained. 
The data outputted from the deinterleaver 913 is inputted to 

the first RS decoder 917 through the FIFO unit 915. 
The first RS decoder 917 corrects the errors in the horizon 

tal direction of the field data ((a), (c) and (d) in FIG. 5) using 
the 20-byte parities ((b) and (e) in FIG. 5) included in the 
respective packets (step S110). 
The randomizer 919 derandomizes only the parity packets 

((c) and (d) in FIG.5) among the 312 packets for the operation 
of the second RS decoder 923 (step S112). That is, since the 
parity packets generated from the second RS encoder 421 in 
the error correction coding device 400 of FIG. 4 are the 
derandomized data generated based on the N randomized 
data packets, the randomizer 919 derandomizes only the 
(312-N) parity packets except for the N data packets. 
The storage unit 921 stores the data error-corrected in the 

horizontal direction through the first RS decoder 917 and the 
information on whether the errors are corrected (step S114). 
The Second RS decoder 923 corrects the errors of the N 

randomized data packets ((a) in FIG. 5) in the vertical direc 
tion using the derandomized parity packets (c) and (d) in 
FIG. 5) stored in the storage unit 921 (step S116). 

Then, the second RS decoder 923 updates the data stored in 
the storage unit 921 based on the data error-corrected in the 
vertical direction and the information on whether the errors 
are corrected (step S118). 
The randomizer 919 again randomizes only the derandom 

ized parity packets (c) and (d) in FIG. 5) stored in the storage 
unit 921 in accordance with a predetermined control signal 
(step S120). That is, since the first RS encoder 417 of the error 
correction coding device 400 of FIG. 4 added the parities to 
the randomized data, the data should be randomized before 
the first RS decoder 917 performs the RS decoding. 
The first RS decoder 923 performs the error correction 

once again with respect to the N randomized data packets and 
the (312-N) parity packets ((a), (c) and (d) in FIG. 5) using the 
20-byte parities ((b) and (e) in FIG. 5) (step S122). 
The derandomizer 925 derandomizes the error-corrected 

data in the predetermined pattern, so that the error correction 
in the receiver system is completed (step S124). 

Next, with reference to FIGS.9 and 11, the error correction 
method corresponding the error correction coding device 700 
of FIG.7 according to the present invention will be explained. 
The data outputted from the deinterleaver 913 is inputted to 

the first RS decoder 917 through the FIFO unit 915. 
The first RS decoder 917 corrects the errors in the horizon 

tal direction of the N data packets and the (312-N) parity 
packets ((a), (c) and (d) in FIG. 5) using the 20-byte parities 
((b) and (e) in FIG. 5) included in the respective packets (step 
S210). 
The randomizer 919 derandomizes the 312 packets ((a), (c) 

and (d) in FIG. 5) error-corrected in the horizontal direction 
by the first RS decoder 917 (step S212). That is, since the 
parity packets generated from the second RS encoder 713 in 
the error correction coding device 700 of FIG. 7 are the 
derandomized data generated based on the Nderandomized 
data packets, the randomizer 919 derandomizes all the N data 
packets and the (312-N) parity packets. 
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The storage unit 921 stores the data error-corrected through 
the first RS decoder 917 and the information on whether the 
errors are corrected (step S214). 
The second RS decoder 923 corrects the errors of the N 

data packets ((a) in FIG. 5) in the vertical direction using the 
derandomized parity packets (c) and (d) in FIG. 5) stored in 
the storage unit 921 (step S216). 

Then, the second RS decoder923 updates the data stored in 
the storage unit 921 based on the error-corrected data and the 
information on whether the errors are corrected (step S218). 
The randomizer 919 again randomizes the Nderandom 

ized parity packets and the (312-N) parity packets ((a), (c) and 
(d) in FIG. 5) stored in the storage unit 921 (step S220). That 
is, since the first RS encoder 723 of the error correction 
coding device 700 of FIG. 7 added the parities to the random 
ized data, the data should be randomized before the first RS 
decoder 917 performs the RS decoding. 

Thereafter, the first RS decoder 923 performs the error 
correction once again in the horizontal direction with respect 
to the 312 packets ((a), (c) and (d) in FIG.5) using the 20-byte 
parities ((b) and (e) in FIG. 5) (step S222). 
The derandomizer 925 derandomizes the error-corrected 

and randomized data in the predetermined pattern, so that the 
error correction in the receiver system is completed (step 
S224). 
As described above, the error correction coding/decoding 

device for a digital transmitter/receiver system has a Superior 
error correction capability by performing the error correction 
using parities of the predetermined number of bytes included 
in the packets and the predetermined number of parity pack 
ets, and thus it is possible to perform a stronger data trans 
mission/reception in the inferior channel environments. 

Also, the data coded by the error correction coding device 
for a digital transmitter system according to the present inven 
tion can be error-corrected by the existing receiver side error 
correction decoding device, and recognized and processed as 
a null packet of the parity packets. 

According to the present invention, the transmitter gener 
ates parities of the predetermined number ofbytes included in 
the packets and the predetermined number of parity packets, 
and the receiver performs an error correction using the pari 
ties existing in the horizontal and vertical directions with 
respect to the field data structure, so that a stronger error 
correction can be achieved. 

Also, by preparing headers and parities of the predeter 
mined number of bytes with respect to the predetermined 
number of parity packets, the system according to the present 
invention is compatible with the existing receiver system. 
The foregoing embodiment and advantages are merely 

exemplary and are not to be construed as limiting the present 
invention. The present teaching can be readily applied to 
other types of apparatuses. Also, the description of the 
embodiments of the present invention is intended to be illus 
trative, and not to limit the scope of the claims, and many 
alternatives, modifications, and variations will be apparent to 
those skilled in the art. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An error correction coding device for a digital transmit 

ter system comprising: 
a first RS (Reed-Solomon) encoder for adding parities of a 

predetermined number of bytes to a predetermined num 
ber of data packets, respectively; 

a storage unit for storing the data packets having the pari 
ties of the predetermined number of bytes added thereto; 
and 

a second RS encoder for generating parity packets corre 
sponding to the stored data packets; 
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10 
wherein the first RS encoder adds the parities of the pre 

determined number of bytes to the parity packets, and 
the storage unit stores the parity packets having the 
parities of the predetermined number of bytes added 
thereto; and 

wherein the second RS encoder generates the parity pack 
ets corresponding to a remaining part of the data packets 
except for a header part and the parities. 

2. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein the data packets comprise normal data packets. 

3. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein the data packets comprise robust data packets, 
which are more robust than normal data packets. 

4. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
1, wherein the second RS encoder generates parity packets, 
with respect to the data packets with the parities except for a 
header part, including a predetermined-byte parity and being 
stored in the storage unit, and said second RS encoder re 
arranges the parity packets including the predetermined-byte 
parity with the parities. 

5. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
1, further comprising a headerinserter for inserting headers to 
the parity packets generated from the second RS encoder, 
respectively; 

wherein the first RS encoder adds the parities of the pre 
determined number of bytes to the parity packets, and 
the storage unit stores the parity packets having the 
parities of the predetermined number of bytes added 
thereto. 

6. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
1, further comprising a randomizer for randomizing the data 
packets and the parity packets in a predetermined pattern 
before the first RS encoder adds the parities of the predeter 
mined number of bytes thereto; 

wherein the first RS encoder adds the parities of the pre 
determined number of bytes to the parity packets, and 
the storage unit stores the parity packets having the 
parities of the predetermined number of bytes added 
thereto. 

7. An error correction coding method for a digital trans 
mitter system comprising: 

a first encoding step of adding parities of a predetermined 
number of bytes to a predetermined number of data 
packets, respectively; 

a step of storing the data packets having the parities of the 
predetermined number of bytes added thereto; 

a second encoding step of generating the parity packets 
corresponding to the stored data packets; and 

a third encoding step of adding the parities of the predeter 
mined number of bytes to the parity packets; 

wherein the second encoding step generates the parity 
packets corresponding to a remaining part of the data 
packets except for a header part and the parities. 

8. The error correction coding method as claimed in claim 
7, wherein the data packets comprise normal data packets. 

9. The error correction coding method as claimed in claim 
7, wherein the data packets comprise robust data packets, 
which are more robust than normal data packets. 

10. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 7, wherein the second encoding step comprises the 
steps of: 

generating parity packets with respect to the data packets 
which contain a predetermined-byte parity and are 
stored in the storage unit with the parities except for the 
header part; and 

re-arranging the parity packets which contain a predeter 
mined-byte parity with the parities. 
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11. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 7, further comprising a step of inserting headers into the 
parity packets generated at the second encoding step. 

12. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 7, further comprising a step of randomizing the data 
packets and the parity packets in a predetermined pattern. 

13. An error correction coding device for a digital trans 
mitter system comprising: 

a storage unit for storing a predetermined number of data 
packets; 

a first RS (Reed-Solomon) encoder for generating parity 
packets corresponding to the stored data packets; 

a randomizer for randomizing the data packets and the 
parity packets in a predetermined pattern; and 

a second RS encoderfor adding parities of a predetermined 
number of bytes to the randomized data packets and 
parity packets. 

14. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the data packets comprise normal data packets. 

15. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the data packets comprise robust data packets, 
which are more robust than normal data packets. 

16. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
13, wherein the first RS encoder generates the parity packets 
corresponding to a remaining part of the data packets except 
for a header part. 

17. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
13, further comprising a header inserter for inserting headers 
to the parity packets generated from the first RS encoder, 
respectively. 

18. An error correction coding method for a digital trans 
mitter system comprising: 

a step of storing a predetermined number of data packets; 
a first encoding step of generating parity packets corre 

sponding to the stored data packets; 
a step of randomizing the data packets and the parity pack 

ets in a predetermined pattern; and 
a second encoding step of adding parities of a predeter 
mined number of bytes to the randomized data packets 
and parity packets. 

19. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 18, wherein the data packets comprise normal data 
packets. 

20. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 18, wherein the data packets comprise robust data pack 
ets, which are more robust than normal data packets. 

21. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 18, wherein the first encoding step generates the parity 
packets corresponding to a remaining part of the data packets 
except for a header part. 

22. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 18, further comprising the step of inserting headers to 
the parity packets generated at the first encoding step, respec 
tively. 

23. An error correction coding device for a digital trans 
mitter system comprising: 

a first encoder for generating parity packets corresponding 
to a predetermined number of data packets; and 

a second encoder for adding parities of a predetermined 
number of bytes to the data packets and the parity pack 
ets; 

wherein the parities added by the second encoder are gen 
erated based on a part of the data packets excluding a 
header part and a parity part. 

24. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 
23, wherein the data packets comprise normal data packets. 
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25. The error correction coding device as claimed in claim 

23, wherein the data packets comprise robust data packets, 
which are more robust than normal data packets. 

26. An error correction coding method for a digital trans 
mitter system comprising: 

a first encoding step of generating parity packets corre 
sponding to a predetermined number of data packets; 
and 

a second encoding step of adding parities of a predeter 
mined number of bytes to the data packets and the parity 
packets; 

wherein the parities added by the second encoder are gen 
erated based on a part of the data packets excluding a 
header part and a parity part. 

27. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 26, wherein the data packets comprise normal data 
packets. 

28. The error correction coding method as claimed in 
claim 26, wherein the data packets comprise robust data pack 
ets, which are more robust than normal data packets. 

29. A digital transmitter system comprising: 
an error correction coding unit for generating parity pack 

ets corresponding to a predetermined number of data 
packets, and coding the data packets and the parity pack 
ets by adding parities of a predetermined number of 
bytes to the data packets and the parity packets, respec 
tively; 

a sync signal inserter for inserting a sync signal into the 
coded data; 

a pulse shaping filter for pulse-shaping the data into which 
the sync signal is inserted; and 

a radio frequency (RF) unit for converting the pulse-shaped 
data into a signal of a transmission channel band and 
transmitting the converted signal; 

wherein the error correction coding unit comprises a first 
RS (Reed-Solomon) encoder for adding the parities of 
the predetermined number of bytes to the predetermined 
number of data packets, respectively, a storage unit for 
storing the data packets having the parities of the prede 
termined number of bytes added thereto, and a second 
RS encoder for generating the parity packets corre 
sponding to the stored data packets; and 

wherein the first RS encoder adds the parities of the pre 
determined number of bytes to the parity packets, and 
the storage unit stores the parity packets having the 
parities of the predetermined number of bytes added 
thereto. 

30. The digital transmitter system as claimed in claim 29, 
wherein the data packets comprise normal data packets. 

31. The digital transmitter system as claimed in claim 29, 
wherein the data packets comprise robust data packets, which 
are more robust than normal data packets. 

32. The digital transmitter system as claimed in claim 29, 
wherein the second RS encoder generates the parity packets 
corresponding to a remaining part of the data packets except 
for a header part. 

33. The digital transmitter system as claimed in claim 29, 
wherein the second RS encoder generates parity packets, with 
respect to the data packets with the parities except for the 
header part, including a predetermined-byte parity and being 
stored in the storage unit, and said second RS encoder re 
arranges the parity packets including the predetermined-byte 
parity with the parities. 

34. The digital transmitter system as claimed in claim 29, 
further comprising a header inserter for inserting headers to 
the parity packets generated from the second RS encoder, 
respectively. 
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35. The digital transmitter system as claimed in claim 29, 
further comprising a randomizer for randomizing the data 
packets and the parity packets in a predetermined pattern. 

36. A digital transmitter system comprising: 
an error correction coding unit for generating parity pack 

ets corresponding to a predetermined number of data 
packets, and coding the data packets and the parity pack 
ets by adding parities of a predetermined number of 
bytes to the data packets and the parity packets, respec 
tively; 

a sync signal inserter for inserting a sync signal into the 
coded data; 

a pulse shaping filter for pulse-shaping the data into which 
the sync signal is inserted; and 

a radio frequency (RF) unit for converting the pulse-shaped 
data into a signal of a transmission channel band and 
transmitting the converted signal; 

wherein the error correction coding unit comprises a stor 
age unit for storing the data packets, a second RS 
encoder for generating the parity packets corresponding 
to the stored data packets, a randomizer for randomizing 
the data packets and the parity packets in a predeter 
mined pattern, and a first RS encoder for adding the 
parities of the predetermined number of bytes to the 
randomized data packets and parity packets. 

37. The digital transmitter system as claimed in claim 36, 
wherein the second RS encoder generates the parity packets 
corresponding to a remaining part of the data packets except 
for a header part. 

38. The digital transmitter system as claimed in claim 36, 
further comprising a header inserter for inserting headers to 
the parity packets generated from the second RS encoder, 
respectively. 

39. An error correction decoding device for a digital 
receiver System comprising: 

a first RS (Reed-Solomon) decoder for correcting errors of 
a predetermined number of data packets using parities of 
a predetermined number of bytes included in the data 
packets; 

a storage unit for storing the error-corrected data packets; 
and 

a second RS decoder for correcting errors of the data pack 
ets using the-parity packets; 

wherein the second RS decoder updates the data packets 
stored in the storage unit based on the error-corrected 
data packets. 

40. The error correction decoding device as claimed in 
claim 39, wherein the data packets comprise normal data 
packets. 

41. The error correction decoding device as claimed in 
claim39, wherein the data packets comprise robust data pack 
ets, which are more robust than normal data packets. 

42. The error correction decoding device as claimed in 
claim39, further comprising a randomizer for derandomizing 
the parity packets in a predetermined pattern; 

wherein the second RS decoder corrects the errors of the 
data packets using the derandomized parity packets. 

43. The error correction decoding device as claimed in 
claim 39, wherein the first RS decoder performs the error 
correction once again with respect to the updated data pack 
ets. 

44. An error correction method for a digital receiver sys 
tem comprising: 

a first decoding step of correcting errors of a predetermined 
number of data packets using parities of a predetermined 
number of bytes included in the data packets; 

a step of storing the error-corrected data packets; 
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a second decoding step of correcting errors of the data 

packets error-corrected at the first decoding step using 
parity packets; 

a step of updating the stored data packets based on the data 
packets error-corrected at the second decoding step; and 

a third decoding step of correcting errors of the updated 
data packets using the parities of the predetermined 
number of bytes. 

45. The error correction method as claimed in claim 44, 
wherein the data packets comprise normal data packets. 

46. The error correction method as claimed in claim 44, 
wherein the data packets comprise robust data packets, which 
are more robust than normal data packets. 

47. The error correction method as claimed in claim 44, 
further comprising the step of derandomizing the parity pack 
ets in a predetermined pattern before the second decoding 
step. 

48. The error correction method as claimed in claim 47. 
further comprising the step of randomizing the derandomized 
parity packets in the predetermined pattern before the third 
decoding step. 

49. An error correction decoding device for a digital 
receiver System comprising: 

a first RS (Reed-Solomon) decoder for correcting errors of 
a predetermined number of data packets using parities of 
a predetermined number of bytes included in the data 
packets; 

a randomizer for derandomizing the data packets and par 
ity packets in a predetermined pattern; 

a storage unit for storing the error-corrected data packets: 
and 

a second RS decoder for correcting errors of the data pack 
ets using the parity packets; 

wherein the second RS decoder updates the data packets 
stored in the storage unit based on the error-corrected 
data packets. 

50. The error correction decoding device as claimed in 
claim 49, wherein the data packets comprise normal data 
packets. 

51. The error correction decoding device as claimed in 
claim 49, wherein the data packets comprise robust data pack 
ets, which are more robust than normal data packets. 

52. The error correction decoding device as claimed in 
claim 49, wherein the first RS decoder performs the error 
correction once again with respect to the updated data pack 
etS. 

fl. An error correction decoding method for a digital 
receiver System comprising: 

a first decoding step of correcting errors of a predetermined 
number of data packets using parities of a predetermined 
number of bytes included in the data packets; 

a step of derandomizing the data packets and parity packets 
in a predetermined pattern; a step of storing the data 
packets error-corrected at the first decoding step; 

a second decoding step of correcting errors of the data 
packets error-corrected at the first decoding step using 
the parity packets; 

a step of updating the stored data packets based on the data 
packets error-corrected at the second decoding step; and 

a third decoding step of correcting errors of the updated 
data packets using the parities of the predetermined 
number of bytes. 

54. The error correction decoding method as claimed in 
claim 53, wherein the data packets comprise normal data 
packets. 
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55. The error correction decoding method as claimed in 
claim 53, wherein the data packets comprise robust data pack 
ets, which are more robust than normal data packets. 

56. The error correction decoding method as claimed in 
claim 53, further comprising the step of randomizing the 
derandomized parity packets and parity packets in the prede 
termined pattern before the third decoding step. 

57. A digital receiver system comprising: 
a tuner for converting a received signal of a selected band 

into a baseband signal; 
a frequency and timing restorer for restoring a frequency 

offset and a timing offset of the received signal; 
an analog signal remover for removing an analog signal 

included in the received signal; 
an equalizer for removing an inter-symbol interference of 

the received signal; 
an error correction decoding unit for correcting errors of 

data packets of the received signal using parities of a 
predetermined number of bytes and parity packets; and 

a randomizer for derandomizing the parity rackets in a 
predetermined pattern; 

wherein the second RS decoder corrects the errors of the 
data packets using the derandomized parity packets; 

wherein the error correction decoding unit comprises a first 
RS decoder for correcting the errors of the predeter 
mined number of data packets using the parities of the 
predetermined number of bytes included in the data 
packets, a storage unit for storing the error-corrected 
data packets, and a second RS decoder for correcting the 
errors of the data packets using the parity packets; and 

wherein the second RS decoder updates the data packets 
stored in the storage unit based on the error-corrected 
data packets. 

58. The digital receiver system as claimed in claim 57. 
wherein the data packets comprise normal data packets. 

59. The digital receiver system as claimed in claim 57. 
wherein the data packets comprise robust data packets, which 
are more robust than normal data packets. 

60. The digital receiver system as claimed in claim 57. 
wherein the first RS decoder performs the error correction 
once again with respect to the updated data packets. 

61. The digital receiver system as claimed in claim 57. 
wherein the error correction decoding unit comprises a first 
RS decoder for correcting the errors of the predetermined 
number of data packets using the parities of the predeter 
mined number of bytes included in the data packets, a ran 
domizer for derandomizing the data packets and parity pack 
ets in a predetermined pattern, a storage unit for storing the 
error-corrected data packets, and a second RS decoder for 
correcting the errors of the data packets using the parity 
packets; and 

wherein the second RS decoder updates the data packets 
stored in the storage unit based on the error-corrected 
data packets. 

62. The digital receiver system as claimed in claim 61, 
wherein the data packets comprise normal data packets. 

63. The digital receiver system as claimed in claim 61, 
wherein the data packets comprise robust data packets, which 
are more robust than normal data packets. 

64. The digital receiver system as claimed in claim 61, 
wherein the first RS decoder performs the error correction 
once again with respect to the updated data packets. 

65. A digital broadcasting receiver comprising: 
a tuner which receives a stream comprising a plurality of 

data packets from a transmitter and provides the 
received stream, 
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an error correction decoder which receives the provided 

stream provided from the tuner and corrects errors of the 
provided stream provided from the tuner, 

wherein the received stream comprises. 
a data area, 
a first parity area generated by encoding the data area in 

a vertical direction, and 
a second parity area generated by encoding the data 

area and the first parity area in a horizontal direction, 
wherein the stream received from the transmitter is time 

divided to at least two packet groups comprising a 
first packet group and a second packet group, wherein 
the first packet group and the second packet group are 
randomized separately. 

66. The digital broadcast receiver of claim 65, wherein the 
error correction decoder comprises. 

a first Reed-Solomon (RS) decoder which corrects errors of 
the stream in the horizontal direction using the second 
parity area, and 

a second RS decoder which corrects errors of the stream in 
the vertical direction using the first parity area. 

67. The digital broadcast receiver of claim 66, wherein the 
error correction decoderfurther comprises: 

a trellis decoder which trellis-decodes the stream, 
a deinterleaver which deinterleaves the trellis-decoded 

Stream, 
a First-In First-Out (FIFO) unit which stores the deinter 

leaved stream and outputs the stored stream to the first 
RS decoder 

a randomizer which derandomizes the first parity area and 
outputs the derandomized parity area, and 

a storage unit which stores data decoded by the first RS 
decoder and second RS decoder, 

wherein the second RS decoder corrects the errors of the 
stream in the vertical direction using the derandomized 
first parity area. 

68. The digital broadcast receiver of claim 65, wherein the 
stream is a robust data stream processed to be robust against 
efforS. 

69. A stream processing method in a digital broadcast 
receiver; the method comprising: 

receiving, by a tuner a stream comprising a plurality of 
data packets from a transmitter and providing, by the 
tuner, the received stream, 

correcting errors of the provided stream provided by the 
tuner, 

wherein the received stream comprises. 
a data area, 
a first parity area generated by encoding the data area in 

a vertical direction, and 
a second parity area generated by encoding the data 

area and the first parity area in a horizontal direction, 
wherein the stream received from the transmitter is time 

divided to at least two packet groups comprising a first 
packet group and a second packet group, wherein the 
first packet group and the second packet group, are 
randomized separately. 

70. The method of claim 69, wherein the correcting com 
prises. 

a first Reed-Solomon (RS) decoding operation which cor 
rects errors of the stream in the horizontal direction 
using the second parity area, and 

a second RS decoding operation which corrects errors of 
the stream in the vertical direction using the first parity 
CaC 
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71. The method of claim 69, wherein the correcting further a second RS decoding operation which corrects errors of 
comprises. the stream in the vertical direction using the derandom 

trellis-decoding the stream, ized first parity area. 
deinterleaving the trellis-decoded stream, 72. The method of claim 69, wherein the stream is a robust 
a first RS decoding Operation which Corrects errors of the 5 data stream processed to be robust against errors. 

stream in the horizontal direction using the second par 
ity area, 

derandomizing the first parity area, and k . . . . 


